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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editor:

We have answered your inquiries and completed the revisions you requested. Please find our answers below after each of the points raised. The text has been changed accordingly.

Best regards

1. Abstract

Please incorporate the contents under the Aim into the Background and ensure you abstract includes: Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions—4 subsections.

This has been corrected, aim now is part of the background and now there are 4 subsections only.

2. Ethics approval and consent to participate

Please also include a status of consent to participate in this section. Please state whether consent to participate was obtained from participants. Please also specify whether consent to participate was given verbally or in written format. If verbal consent was used please provide a reason why verbal consent to participate was used rather than written consent.
If consent was not required, please provide details of why this was waived and the institution/committee who approved this.

This has been replied to and we indicated respondents gave their consent.

3. Authors’ contributions

Please also ensure that all authors have read and approve of the final version and add a statement confirming this in this section.

All authors approved of the authors' contributions.

4. Funding

The role of the funding body in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript should be declared in this section.

This has been indicated in the manuscript.

5. Acknowledgements

Please include an Acknowledgements section under the heading ‘Declarations’. Please only use this section to acknowledge anyone who contributed towards the article who does not meet the criteria for authorship including anyone who provided professional writing services or materials.

Authors should obtain permission to acknowledge from all those mentioned in the Acknowledgements section. If no acknowledgements are necessary then please state 'None'.

There are no acknowledgement so we said none.

6. Figure legends

Please place the figure caption(s)/title(s) as text within the manuscript file (usually after the References) under the heading ‘Figure legends’. These figures should still be submitted as separate figure file and should contain the image graphic (and any associated keys) only.

I added the figure legends section after the reference list.
7. Clean copy

On uploading your revisions, please remove any tracked changes or highlighting and include only a single clean copy of the manuscript. Please ensure that the track changes version is removed from the inventory.

I have attached a clean copy but I was not sure how to get rid of the tracked changed and highlighted copy from the inventory. The new clean copy is titled revised manuscript 2.